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THE ALPS PROGRAM. WORKING TOGETHER BEYOND BORDERS.

25 years
The Australian Alps is over-run with threads-in-common. Each is laid over another to create a
virtual web, representing what’s been going on across this landscape for the last 40,000 years.

These threads are all about people and the
way they interact with the Alps. The First
Peoples’ connection is obvious, and the
network of their pathways is laid like lace
over the landscape, etched by seasonal
migration for food and culture. Settlers
followed, adding their tracks based on
timber, livestock and mining.
Over time, alpine-based recreation
brought others up into this landscape,
people who appreciate its natural assets.
Likewise, this valued landscape has been

the focus of scientific study and management. Amongst all this tracery there are
two lines which break into this network the borders between New South Wales and
its neighbours, Victoria and the Australian
Capital Territory. Politically necessary,
these borders divide what is otherwise a
single landscape.
And then 25 years ago, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed
by the States and Territory. Its effect was
brilliant - softening the rigidity of those

barriers, helping to manage an area of 1.6
million hectares more effectively. With the
MOU came the Australian Alps Program
we all know and love, a Program that is
dedicated to strengthening the Alps-wide
network of people, helping them to share
their experiences and expertise as they
work to manage this invaluable natural
asset. For 25 years the MOU/Program has
proved relevant and effective. To celebrate
its signing, some of the people who’ve
made good use of it share their views...

Mt McKay, Victoria.

...to the 42nd edition of news from
the alps, where we recognise the
significance of 25 years of the Alps
Program. It’s been said before, but
how many other examples exist - in
Australia or even worldwide - of a
program like this? Government supported, held together by an MOU and
set up to assist people work towards a
common goal, it’s no wonder the Program has survived and thrived for 25
years. A quick calculation shows that
there have been 12 changes of government in the four jurisdictions since
the establishment of the Alps Program
back in 1986, and through all of
this, the Program has been relatively
unchanged. This is a testimony to staff
- in varied roles and across the four
organisations - who have supported
this Program. Governments may
change, but people’s commitment and
passion for this most beautiful part of
Australia does not.
For me, I am into my second
of three years in the role of Program
Manager – some goals have been met
but there is a lot to do, hence the 20
projects to implement this year. But
most importantly the Alps Program
will continue to do what it does best
- offering opportunities to allow operational staff from across the agencies
to benefit from each others knowledge
and experience.

Anthony Evans

program manager & editor
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Kev Cosgriff: (Ranger Team Leader
Bogong Management Unit, Alpine National
Park, Parks Victoria) In Kevin Cosgriff’s
view, without the MOU there’d be no
network opportunities, no perspective
of the Alps as a whole, no unity. “The
Alps Program helps you get outside your
immediate area, it unites people across
a landscape. We’re all a small part of a
really big landscape. We all have common
values and goals and that helps build the
co-operation, the sharing of ideas, the
working towards consistency. Alps people
are great people and it’s great to work with
them. The Program’s also a way to experience different areas within the Alps, to go
to all of these places which remind us why
we’re here. How good is that.”

Megan Bowden: (Ranger with the
NSW Parks and Wildlife Service) “To me
the key to the Alps Program is the people
you meet, the contacts you make with
others across the Alps who all manage the
same issues and challenges. At meetings,
workshops of over even a beer we’re able
to make contacts and form networks that
wouldn’t be possible otherwise. And this
is so necessary as we all know that management issues don’t stop at the borders.
“And this is natural as people have
been moving across borders, migrating,
walking these tracks for a very long time,
and in some ways the Program is helping
to keep those pathways going for the good
of the landscape.”

Brett McNamara: (former Alps
Program Manager and now Manager
Rural District, ACT Parks & Conservation
Service) “Without the MOU and the Alps
Program, people would have operated in
silos. It’s a cliché, but perhaps we would
have focused on our own patch; the blinkers would have been on without looking at
the big picture. Put rather simply, I’m yet
to meet a feral pig who recognises state
political borders, so if feral animals don’t
why should we as park mangers – it’s all
about working in partnership and in a
spirit of cooperation and goodwill. The
Alps Program reminds us that we have
colleagues dealing with the same issues
and that we’re all working towards a common outcome - sustainable conservation
landscape management.”

Anthony Evans: (Current Austraian Alps Program Manager) “It allows
us to focus on issues or projects which
individual agencies wouldn’t have time or
resources to do. Such as the whole alps
horse surveys. Or the education resource,
after all, if you grow up knowing nothing
about the Alps, how can you appreciate
their value as an adult? A kit like this
helps people appreciate their importance,
and it’s something that would not likely be
produced by the individual agencies.”

Rod Atkins: (former Alps Program
Manager and now employee of the Federal
Environment Department) As Rod Atkins
points out, the relationship between the
Program and the Commonwealth is in
some ways different to that between the
Program and the state and territory agencies. While the Commonwealth has no onground management function, it has had
a role in facilitating two major initiatives
recently. “I believe the National Heritage
listing and the National Landscapes Initiative - two significant events - would not
have come about if the agencies had not
been able to demonstrate that they were
managing co-operatively across borders.
With these co-operative mechanisms
already in place, there was support for
both the Listing and the Initiative.” The
former Program Manager sums up saying,
“The MOU is the thing that brings people
together to talk about the matters from
which all else flows.”

Lois Padgham: (Visitor Services
Coordinator for ACT Parks and Conservation Service) “The Program underpins my
association with the Alps, which began
in 2004 when I joined a working group. It
was a steep learning curve - trying to work
out what was going on - and I met these
fantastic people. Over the years we’ve
been able to visit the far flung reaches of
the Alps and I think that if you’re going
to manage something, you know your
own patch but you also need to have
that overall broader perspective. Without
something like the Program people’s daily
lives would get in the way of making time
to get together regularly. It’s good to hear
what’s happening - to help each other or
commiserate - and that wouldn’t happen
without the MOU.”
Ian Weir: (Assistant Director of

Parks in Victoria at the time of the MOU
signing) “The MOU has been a success
because it has had a lot of people committed to it over the past 25 years. Like a
relay race where each of the runners has
a passion, this is partly why it’s survived,
but there are other reasons. The document
they first stitched together was a very
good one based on protection of parks
and co-operation. There was support
from Canberra where a great many people
- scientists and politicians - have been
genuinely interested in the alpine environment.” And then there was the magic.
“In my view the MOU did things that

really mattered: greater access to expert
knowledge and resources; developed a
framework for co-operative arrangements;
created new opportunities beyond the
status quo. And it was the enthusiasms
that came of all this - the spark of magic that I think has sustained the Program to
this day.”

Janet MacKay: (Director of international tourism planning consultancy
firm TRC Tourism) “My involvement in the
Alps was within six months of funds being
committed and the need for a Program
coordinator to set up systems for the
agencies to work together and manage a
joint budget. There was real excitement at
field level about the opportunities to work
with our counterparts across the border,
and everyone wanted to be involved. It
became clear early on that staff working together would be easy, but defining
consistent policies would prove harder.
This has continued. Early in the Program,
and still today, staff at field level work
alongside each other as though there are
no borders and ring each other for help
and advice. This was one vision that has
been achieved. Sharing information has
been a valuable role of the Program.
“I still have friends across all states.
Only the other day I was in Victoria on a
project in my current business and met
three people who remembered me, and
I them, from my ‘Alps days’! We shared
some great memories.”

A SNAPSHOT. The Australian Alps Co-operative Management Program is a partnership. It achieves excellence in management - of the Alps’
natural & cultural values, sustainable recreation and tourism - through a program of cross-border co-operation. A group of people with
influence established the Program. It is supported at the highest echelon through a Ministerial and Heads of Agencies level Memorandum
of Understanding. It’s success is also due to having the support of a balance of operational and planning level staff. Strong staff involvement has helped develop a culture of pride, ownership and relevance. Crucial to the Program’s success is the dedicated partner funding and
management support. Also vital are the individual working groups - each with a specific focus - staffed by those drawn from within the state
agencies. Opportunities for across-agency staff networking, best-practice workshops and programs with tangible outcomes are also key.
Future challenges include responding to climate change, water and fire.

Gill Anderson: (former Alps Program
Manager and now East Region, Victorian
Services Program Manager) “The MOU
gives the Program a high level of approval
and recognition, Government support that I
think is really important to have. The Program also gives people involved with the
Alps a sense of being part of a team and a
connection to something bigger than our
own organisations, parks and communities. For me the absolutely wonderful thing
has been the sharing of skills and knowledge
that flowed in through the Program, not
only from across our borders but also
through connections made internationally
with other mountain protected areas.”
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Ramshead, NSW.

As we’re often reminded, by sharing planet Earth’s ultimate landscape - the little blue ball spinning
in space - we are all linked. At a
slightly more intimate scale, this
virtual joining of hands stretches
across not only our Australian
Alps, but it also ties together the
passion and work of researchers
of mountain landscapes across the
globe - thanks in part to GLORIA.

gloria on the
mountain
The Global Observation Research Initiative
in Alpine Environments is an international
program which began 12 years ago in
Austria and now stretches over all of Earth’s
continents (bar Antarctica). Guided by
the coordinators in Austria, participating
research teams from 41 regions head out
every five to ten years to collect the type of
survey data which is priceless. Those 41
different sites are dotted around the globe,
the one in Kosciuszko National Park representing the Australian Alps. Regardless of
where or who is collecting the information, the strict protocols and standardised
methods produce information on vegetation, soils and climate - for comparison
purposes locally and world wide.
The last time the Australian survey
team collected data was in 2003. In
January, they returned thanks to funding

support from the New South Wales Parks
and Wildlife Service, and the Australian
Alps Program. As Associate Professor
Catherine Pickering (Griffith University)
explains, “GLORIA allows us to see how
climate and vegetation may be changing, and
we’re already seeing the answer: yes it is.”
While the data from the most recent
surveys is still being entered - no small
feet given there are 300,000 individual
records for 95 plant species alone Catherine is happy to leak the fact that 16
new plant species were found across the
five Australian summits that were not there
last time time ‘round - a case of species
moving up the mountain in response to
a warmer climate. “Of course this isn’t
unexpected given what we know - that the
average snow cover at the highest snow
course (Spencer’s Creek) in the Snowy
Mountains has declined by 30% overall, and 40% in spring over the last 50
years.”*
And there are other signs of change.
“We weren’t looking forward to making the
surveys on one of the summits, given the
last time we were there we could hardly
record the data for all the ants attacking us.
This time round there were hardly any.”
For more information: Catherine
Pickering, c.pickering@griffith.edu.au
*Green, K. and Pickering, C.M. (2009). The decline
of snowpatches in the Snowy Mountains of Australia:
importance of climate warming, variable snow, and
wind. Arctic, Antarctic and Alpine Research. 41: 212218. Nicholls, N. 2005. Climate variability, climate
change and the Australian snow season. Australian
Meteorological Magazine 54:177-185.

GLORIA plots range in size from a 10x10cm square to just under 5,000m2, requiring three kilometres’ worth of walking at random to collect
the information needed. Pictured here are some of those who did the work (L to R sitting): Dr Ken Green and Dr Susanna Venn (both NSW
NPWS), Sarah Butler, Associate Professor Catherine Pickering,(L to R standing): Craig Hyde and Nicole Beutel (all from Griffith University).

seven years
sustainable

Talk to Peter Jacobs or Steve Horsley about feral horses, and one thing
leaps up - it’s not a simple challenge and it’s not going to be sorted fast.
But as you learn more about the ins and outs, it’s also obvious that those
involved in developing strategies to set up a balance between horse and
Alps are going about it with care and respect.

This is the seventh time that those
linked closest to the Australian
Alps’ alpine resorts have gathered
to share their expertise in practical sustainability.

And since the first Alpine Resorts
Sustainability Forum, the commitment
from resorts and agencies has grown,
not surprising given most of the people
present are directly concerned with the
same thing - responsible management of
the alpine environment.
This latest forum was held at Lake
Crakenback in May, where 128 delegates
were drawn into information sharing and
discussion prompted by offerings on
sustainable products, services and campaigns from both privately owned businesses and government departments.
Andrew Harrigan, Manager of the section
of the NSW Parks Service which manages the alpine resorts within Kosciusczko National Park, has been a part of the
last four forums. “Perhaps eight to ten
years ago there was an element of denial,
but this has been replaced with a strong
commitment. This latest forum highlighted some of the fantastic work that’s been
done, addressing both climate change
and sustainability.”
Aware that the Alps and the Great
Barrier Reef are both canaries in the
coal mine - “They are the two Australian Landscapes identified as most at
risk” - Andrew makes the point that there
is a vibrant interest in skiing and in the
alpine resorts, and that the work being
done is to make them sustainable in
every sense.
For the benefit of those who couldn’t
take part this time, the program ranged
from the evolution of snowmobiles, to
resource efficiency in Colorado; from
sustainable building improvements to
mastering social media. Feedback has
been very good - “thought provoking”,
“good networking”, “excellent field trip”.
Clearly this is one to note in your diary
for next time round.
And amongst the many action items a
forum of this quality spawns, there’s
been an agreement between agencies in
New South Wales and Victoria to form a
group with a wonderfully worthwhile task
ahead of them - to pool each agency’s
distinct environmental performance
‘report cards’ to create a standardised
version to be used across the Alps.

feral horse update

L: The Bundarrah mob
- since caught and
rehomed - pictured
here with a molasses
salt block at the Mount
Jim trapping yard.
R: The Cobberas Trail
damaged by feral
horses literally eating
the salt in the road
surface. Parks Victoria
ranger Rudi Pleschutschnig (who is
well over six feet tall)
stands in the hole.

National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS)
Manager Steve Horsley describes what’s
been happening in the New South Wales
sections of the Alps where last year’s trapping season brought in 350 horses.
“The biggest issue we have is what
to do with them, since only 20% of those
trapped were able to be re-homed. That’s
why we’ve been keen to raise the awareness of the need for support, encouraging
expressions of interest from potential
re-homing organisations. I’ve been dealing with around ten groups, working to
establish relationships.” The demand from
re-homing groups cannot match the current available supply of wild horses.
Given the Alps-wide population of
horses is estimated at 11,000 (from data
produced by an aerial survey), finding
homes for trapped horses is essential. Not
that the aim is to trap all these horses,
but it gives a reasonable idea of the rehoming support necessary to back up the
current trapping program. “We’re hoping
for interest, especially in areas close to
Kosciuszko National Park.”
However Steve explains that control is
only part of an effective pest management
plan. Information is also key. “Ultimately
we’re looking at managing horse numbers to minimise negative environmental
impacts. To do that we need information:
from aerial surveys - three to date - which
give us an idea of population numbers and
the rate of increase. We’re also studying density levels in particular locations
to gain a better understanding of the
relationship between density and negative
impact.” As well as this, broader pest species impact work is being carried out to

judge the role of a range of pests. A riparian impact assessment, just completed in
New South Wales and the ACT, and soon
to be completed in Victoria, has involved
97 sites across Kosciuszko National Park.
The aim is simple, to understand what is
impacting on the landscape.
The cultural values which are wrapped
around the feral horse in the Alps, also
need to be taken into account. “There
is a range of view, with people at both
extremes. We have to be mindful that for
these programs to work we need to find
a workable balance, to have community
support.” Information is helping to achieve
this. “Twelve months ago there was a lot of
opposition from the general public as the
perception was that we were exaggerating
the population numbers. Since then there
has been a slow trend of acceptance of the
need to manage horses in the Alps.”
Peter Jacobs, Chief Ranger, Parks
Victoria’s Alps District also understands
the need to balance the cultural and natural
values. Alongside their cultural value,
there is a growing recognition of the
physical effect feral horses have in the Alps.
“They are heavy, hard-hooved animals
which have a negative impact on soft
and sensitive vegetation, especially the
wetlands and the alpine bogs. Our role is
to manage negative impacts on biodiversity, and given our parks are also being
impacted upon by factors such as climate
change and fire, we need to reduce other
stresses - such as feral horses”. It’s a case
of fixing what you can in order to build the
Alps’ resilience.
Parks Victoria’s approach is very
similar to that of NPWS - gather informa-

tion to inform management decisions which isn’t surprising since there is much
information sharing between agencies.
“Thanks to the Alps Program funded
monitoring, we have a handle on the numbers. We know that the horse population
is growing and that if we are to simply cap
their growth we need to take about 2,000
horses out of the Alps each year.”
Currently in Victoria, feral horses are
removed from the Alps with the help of
the Victorian Brumby Association and the
Alpine Brumby Management Association.
“These partnerships are critical to the
way forward, but we’re still not removing
near enough horses if we’re serious about
population control - and by that I mean
just keeping it steady.”
“We also know we’ve work to do
on methods and re-homing. And key to
everything is the fact that we need a feral
horse management plan - one already
exists in New South Wales - something
which is critically being addressed in
Victoria soon.”
In the ACT, feral horse management is
framed by two factors - low numbers and
a direct relationship with the effect they
have on the landscape. Brett McNamara,
Manager Rural District, ACT Parks &
Conservation Service explains that despite
relatively low numbers as compared with
elsewhere in the Alps, feral horses still
manage to have a proven negative effect
on the landscape. “We’re effective at removing feral horses from the Cotter region
- literally a handful each year. And we do
this because they have a proven negative
effect on the spaghnum bogs.” Not only
are these high altitude wetlands valuable
habitat for threatened species such as the
Northern Corroborree frog (Pseudophryne
pengilleyi), but their condition affects water quality and supply cities like Canberra
via the Cotter Dam.
For more information: www.australianalps.
environment.gov.au for your copy of Feral
Horse Management, Fact Sheet.
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L: Noy Garner dressing
a slab with a broad axe.
R: Regina Roach and
team splitting and trimming shingles

keeping bush skills alive

Given each hut is a unique pastiche of building materials and methods, the army of volunteers and agency staff who care for them
needs to have an extraordinarily varied skill set. Luckily, through specially run workshops, the expertise held by an existing group of
bush craftspeople - people who were taught by their fathers and grandfathers - is being passed on to a keen and ever widening group of
volunteers. Taking part is just one way to connect with huts, literally through the tools and fabric that have made them.
The latest workshop was recently held at Currango Homestead in the Snowy Mountains where 40 people learned how to handle the
adze, broad axe, maul & froe. And who were these people? Agency staff from NSW Parks, Parks Victoria, architects specialists and rangers from ACT Heritage department, volunteers from both the Kosciuszko Huts Association and the Victorian Huts Association, as well as
others simply interested in conserving the huts they’ve visited. Keep an eye out for news of the next workshop in the ACT.
Pictured here circa 1940,
Victoria’s Weston’s hut
is a prime example
of a site valued for
many reasons. It has
long term links with
high plains cattlemen
families - the Westons
and Goldsworthys - who
generations ago decided
where it was to be built
and from what. The
hut has high value as a
refuge given its location
on a key walking route
between Mt Feathertop
and the Bogong High
Plains. Not surprisingly,
when it was burnt in the
2006-07 fires, it was rebuilt.

Some of Australia’s most valued real estate is tucked a long way away
from any sealed road. Often only a single room plus lean-to, these
simple buildings are dotted across the vastness of the Australian Alps iconic shelters built with purpose. And it’s through the very real reasons
that these huts were created that so many people feel a connection,
often generations after they were built. The care of these structures lies
in the hands of parks agency staff who simply couldn’t achieve what’s
necessary without volunteers from the various alpine huts associations.
Speaking with just three people responsible for managing huts shows
how easy it is to be caught up in their magic..

huts magic
Jennifer Dunn, a conservation officer with
ACT Heritage, is a self confessed ‘hut
nut’. Daily her work involves looking at
nominations for places to be included on
the ACT Heritage Register but her pulse
obviously races when the nomination
concerns an alpine hut. “I worked on the
rebuild of Pretty Plain hut alongside the
volunteers. My husband did too and now
he understands why I value huts. It’s lovely
to think that my daughter will be able to
go back in 20 or 30 years time and say,
my mum and dad rebuilt this roof.”
Perhaps people so often react this
way simply because a hut is a tangible
object which shows that other people were
here before us. And for those who know
how to look closely, there are complex
stories to be told, simply through the
adze marks on a piece of timber. Run
your hands across the surface and you’re
touching a moment in another time.
Such as when drought-filled summers
drove cattle and sheep from the plains up
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into the high country where the grazing
was good. “We have the remnants of little
crude structures which stand as evidence
of the hardship and struggle experienced
by these people. It was bloody hard work,
to round up the animals at the end of the
day then light a fire, eat, sleep and then
start the whole process over.”
Knowing the stories - the cultural
value based on the context of a structure is vital to managing and protecting a site.
It’s not simply a case of popping a new
structure in the same spot when the original one finally crumbles (although there
are instances where the new huts have
been reconstructed). There is too much in
the original fabric of the structure to lose
if this happened, which is why so much
unseen effort goes into taking stock, and
making sure that this stock taking is made
by people who know what they are looking
at. Typically, rangers and volunteers from
the huts associations together assess the
sites - both to determine their heritage and
social values, but also with the view of
ongoing maintenance.
“We look at long term management

of each hut via any existing Hut Condition
Reports and Works Plans (which take into
account any background information such
as Conservation Studies and Conservation
Management Plans – the CMP’s ). This
ensures all works are sympathetic to the
place. The CMP is a functioning, detailed
document, one where a ranger or volunteer should be able to flip to the right page
and gain some immediate direction about
what works should be undertaken. Anyone
can pick it up and understand what makes
each hut significant.”
And this is the whole point, because
an uninformed glance could easily miss
(and then possibly damage) what makes
a particular hut valuable. For example,
Waterhole Hut in Namadgi National Park
is not significant merely because of its
looks. “It’s appearance is pretty ordinary,
a typical corrugated iron clad shelter.” But
as part of a complete setting, it’s a good
example of 1930s vernacular construction.
With the nearby drop log yards with their
Y forked logs and sheep dip, “You can see
the fantastic amount of labour that went
into construction.”
Chris Smith (heritage planner with
Parks Victoria), agrees that a huts heritage
or historic use value - the reason they
were built in the first place - is just the
beginning. For many it includes the many
ways they may have been put to use since...
“Grazing, land management, hunting, mining, fishing, logging, scientific
research; for all these different activities
huts are one of the most tangible reminder
of these things. Some stories would be

Originally built in 1939
by Tom Oldfield, his
son Jack and Harry
Tyrie, conservation
works were carried
out at Waterhole hut
Namadgi National Park
(ACT) in 2003-04.
In December 2010,
ranger Dave Whitfield
on a routine inspection
discovered the hut
under a fallen tree - the
likely cause being the
recent high rainfall.
Once the tree was
removed, much to
everyone’s relief none
of the con-servation
work had been affected
apart from a few ‘dings’
in the iron roof.

difficult to tell without something in the
landscape to help tell it. If you come across
a logging hut it’s a great opportunity to make
a connection with the people who built the
hut, lived here, worked in the Alps. It’s a way
to understand their land use activities.”
Whatever their origin, in current times
huts can also play a refuge role. “Though
visitors are encouraged to go prepared
to camp out, if circumstances demand
it, huts do offer shelter. Some - such as
Cleeve Cole Memorial Hut - exist simply
because there was no shelter when it was
needed.” (This particular hut was built
in 1937 in memory of skier Cleve Cole
who was caught up in bad weather and
died of exposure despite the efforts of his
companions.)

Huts are clearly appreciated for their
aesthetic value. “People appreciate their
rustic character, the smoky interiors, the
timbers and furniture polished through
years of use. Huts appear picturesque
in the landscape. Of the thousands of
hectares in Victoria’s Alpine National Park,
where do people go? To huts. They are a
focus of activity, a destination. Surely this
is a measure of their value.”
Chris also points out a continuity that
may not be obvious at first glance, that
huts are usually well positioned, and not
by chance. Very often the people who took
cattle into the Alps followed the existing
pathways of the First Peoples. They’d
build their huts where there was natural
shelter and water, often at a place where
these pathways crossed - places where
people had always camped.
According to Jennifer Dunn, Megan
Bowden, a ranger with the NSW Parks and
Wildlife Service is also a ‘hut nut’. Part
of Megan’s role involves the logistic coordination for huts maintenance through
to reconstruction of huts burnt in 2003a challenge ramped up by the location of
many of the sites in Kosciuszko National
Park.
Megan explains that rangers are
ultimately responsible for the huts in their
patch, and are guided by a management
plan for each. This to do list and significance assessment has been put together
by a heritage consultant in consultation with
the ranger and with each hut’s volunteer
caretaker group. While the items on the
list may be familiar to most home owners

- roofing, drainage, stumping - for huts, a
slightly different approach is necessary.
“The aim is to carry work out in a balanced way - to do as much as is necessary
but as little as possible - to retain as much
of the original fabric but keeping in mind
that you don’t want the hut to fall down.”
For example, if a hut’s original stumps
are timber, replacing them with obscured
concrete equivalents may extend the huts
ability to weather longer before the next
maintenance intervention is needed.
There are 70 huts in Kosciuszko National Park, over 200 still standing across
the Alps, and as Megan points out, “...
each one is different; not one is the same.”
This is because they display different
materials in a range of ingenious often
out-of-necessity combinations. Log, corrugated iron, split slab, river stone, pisé or
rammed earth - there are endless combinations. “There are no hardware stores in
the Alps so the people who’ve built these
structures have been masters of making
do: using fencing wire instead of nails;
cannibalizing old huts to recycle them into
new structures. We also see changes in
technologies - where bark and shingles
roofed early huts, have been replaced with
corrugated iron, sometimes simply by
laying the iron sheets over the top.”
No wonder huts offer visitors such a
rich means of interpreting European culture in this setting. “You can’t understand
a hut from a picture - you need to go in,
to feel the stories of the people who have
been there before you, the legends and the
myths. A hut is something to experience.”
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Right: In Victoria’s
Bright, tracks have
been successfully
shared by bush walkers bike riders for as
long as anyone can
remember.
Below: Thanks to the
partnership between
the Department of
Environment and
Conservation in
Western Australia and
the South West MTB
Club, a trail network
nearly 60km long
through Karri forest
is being maintained
by the Club in the Mt
Lennard conservation reserve, near
Bunbury.

managing bikes

Nic recently shared the association’s
perspective with parks managers at the
June operational meeting, the aim being
to gain a greater understanding all round
of the common ground to be built upon.
Nic is the first to agree that bike riding in
natural areas has been a hot topic for some
years now, one that many land managers
may have hoped would go away. But that

is changing, and in New South Wales and
Victoria especially the climate and degree
of understanding has shifted.
For the assembled group, Nic’s aim
was to bring everyone up to speed on the
world of mountain bikes: the culture with
its different subgroups; the role of the Association and its formidable resources to
be shared (impact studies, track construc-

MAINTAING
A BALANCE

the science viewpoint
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There’s nothing complicated about the way field days work. A group of
people who might not otherwise have the chance to talk to each other, do
just that. A well organised field day goes one step further to make sure
everyone there has something in common, and at the latest Alps Program
organised event held in June at Jindabyne, the group was linked by the
topic of pest control. An oldie but a goodie, pest control effortlessly
pulled 60 people away from their daily routine, which very often involves
dealing with pests as they try to manage a balance across the Alps.

When asked who the majority of bike riders in the mountains are, the
director of the Australian branch of the International Mountain Bike
Association (IMBA), Nic Bowman, keeps it simple. “They’re bushwalkers
who happen to ride bikes.”

the fieldwhere it’s at
tion guidelines, signage, risk management
etc etc); the love bike riders have for
natural places and their participation in
stewardship programs related to bush care
and trail maintenance.
The results were a fair amount of
discussion on various aspects - for
example the adoption of IMBA guidelines
in South Australia walking trail construction because of their lower maintenance;
the results of the impact studies; possible
economic benefits; signage dealing with
track difficulty ratings; risk management;
and, thanks to IMBAs existence around
the world, a sense of what’s happening
elsewhere.
“Our aim is to help create a network of
shared use trails that is inclusive, a model
that already works well in New Zealand
and the United States. We value natural
landscapes and we need to encourage
young people to enjoy the bush as they
will become the future conservationists.”
Bart Smith (Ranger in Charge of the
King-Howqua Unit in Victoria’s Alpine National Park), came prepared, with a list of
questions. “Knowing my patch and what I
manage, mountain biking is no longer new
and emerging, and we need to get a handle
on it. Having someone like Nic speak was
a good stepping stone as we’ve a keen
interest in developing ‘epic status’ tracks
and experiences around Mount Buller.”
For more information, on mountain
biking contact Nic Bowman via imba.au@
bigpond.com or
www.imba-au.com

Recent research is helping to show the effect of mountain bikes in national parks. In simplest terms, like hiking, mountain biking has
a range of negative impacts on vegetation and soils as well as on water and fauna. In flat areas where the riding is smooth and the
number of passes is less than 500, impact is virtually the same as for hiking for a given distance. More research, both on and off the
track is needed, while good management will need to adopt a big picture view to better deflect off-track impacts, such as construction
of unauthorised trail features.
For more information, contact Associate Professor Catherine Pickering (Griffith University c.pickering@griffith.edu.au)

So while the pests had a few days respite,
those taking part were guaranteed exposure
to a lot of ideas to take home - options to
consider - together with the knowledge that
they’re on the right track.
Anthony Evans, Alps Program manager and host puts it well. “Our aim at this
field day was to put a focus on day to day
operational issues. In recent years we’ve
had a chance to consider emerging issues
and strategies, and now it was time again
to look at the bread and butter issues.”
Feral pigs and deer, weeds and gizmos
like the M44 ejectors and remote sensor
cameras - it was all up for discussion. With
people present from each of the three land
management agencies (as well as some
ring-ins from the Blue Mountains who face
similar issues), the carefully complied set

of presentations gave everyone a chance to
compare and contrast each others existing
programs. It was also an opportunity to
pick up on the latest research likely to
directly influence future control methods.
Take feral deer for example. At this
point in time there is no active management
taking place in the Australian Alps, partly
because the potential control methodology
is still being explored. As for numbers,
Parks Victoria’s Mike Dower estimated
35,000 had been harvested in Victoria last
year during the game season.
It’s early days but the ground-work
has begun. The field day participants heard
about the research into control methods
being carried out by the NSW Parks and
Wildlife Service, and about the monitoring being taken up in partnership between
Parks Victoria and the Australian Deer
Association. These are text book first steps
as everyone in the room was well aware
- that regardless of the pest, an effective
management plan rests of three vital bits of
information: numbers, impact and control.

What some of the
participants thought...
“It was a great session for field
operators, presented by field operators.
I spoke about monitoring and it was
good to hear what other equipment remote cameras that send images to
your desk - are being used by others
and how.”
Craig Hore, senior ranger Bogong Unit,
Alpine National Park, Victoria.
“Just prior to the workshop we’d
purchased some camera equipment, so
it was good to be able to talk to people
who are using them elsewhere in the
Alps and reassuring to see that what
we’re doing is in line with what’s happening elsewhere. It was also valuable
to cross a lot of ideas when we were
talking with a few people in a small
discussion group.”
Amanda Blyth, senior field officer with
NSW Parks and Wildlife.
“It was full on and there wasn’t a break.
The knowledge sharing was fantastic,
especially the chance to look at how
Victoria is handling feral deer as we
need to be ready to get on top of it.
Then there were the new techniques
to trap feral cats being used in
Kosciuszko National Park. And given
we’re surrounded by New South Wales,
what they do affects what we do on our
side of the border. It was good to hear
how they’re getting the stakeholders together where pest control’s concerned
to achieve their goals.”
Colin Schofield, action Senior Ranger,
Cotter Murrumbidgee Corridor

further
reading
For those interested in just how much weed seed a tourist could be dispersing, the final
results of a sock (yes sock) based study have been published. And the answer is millions
of seed per year according to Pickering, C.M., Mount, A., Wichmann, M.C. and Bullock,
J.M. (2011, available on line already) Estimating human-mediated dispersal of seeds
within an Australian protected area. Biological Invasions.
What are the effects of camping off the beaten trail? See Growcock, A.J. and Pickering,
C.M. (2011) Impacts of small group short term experimental camping on alpine and
subalpine vegetation in the Australian Alps. Journal of Ecotourism 10: 86-100.
Or for trends in mountain related tourism, try Pickering, C.M. and Barros, A. (To be
published late 2011). Mountain Environments and Tourism. In: Holden A. and Fennell D.
Handbook of Tourism and the Environment. Routledge, London.
All can be sourced via an email: c.pickering@griffith.edu.au
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Left: L to R: PhD student Hayley Bates and volunteer Sophie Carroll (both University NSW) working
with Linda Broome at Rough Creek where five
females with young were caught last December.
(image: Andrew Sheargold, Canberra Times.)
Below: Haijing Shi (PhD student, University of NSW
ADFA campus) with one of the new possums from
a site near Cabramurra.

BURRAMYS FACTS

first fossil The Mountain Pygmypossum Burramys parvus was first
described following the discovery
in 1894 of jaw bones in a fossil
deposit at the Wombeyan Caves
in central New South Wales. More
fossils were later found at Buchan,
Victoria in the early 1960s.
first live specimen In August 1966
a living Burramys parvus was
found in a ski lodge at Mt Hotham,
Victoria and was described as an
animal that had ‘returned from
extinction’ and one of the few Australian species that had been given
‘a second chance’. In the years
that followed more were found
living in the wild in southern NSW
and eastern Victoria.
Habitat
Possum colonies occupy widely
scattered boulderfields lying on
or below rocky mountain peaks,
typically at altitudes above 1400
m, the lower limits roughly being
in line with the lower limit of the
winter snowline.

‘Possum Lady’ Dr Linda Broome received a wonderful gift late last year as she celebrated 25 years of work centred on the Australian Alps endangered Mountain Pygmy-possum (Burramys parvus)...

hidden
possums
Given Linda’s position with the New South
Wales Parks - which involves ongoing
long term Burramys monitoring - she is
concerned about the numbers. “The total
population of this species in NSW and Victoria has declined significantly from just over
2,600 adults when we began surveying in
1986 to around 2,000 today.”
For anyone who works or lives in
the Alps this is probably not news. What
is news is the fact that Linda and those
working with her, have made a fabulous
discovery.
Of course fabulous is not a word likely
to appear on any of the scientific documents produced to describe what has happened, but that’s exactly what it is. The very
fact that three colonies of possums have
popped up where they weren’t expected has
given everyone new hope for this species’
ability to adapt. But we’re getting ahead of
the story.
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Early in her career, Linda spent time
enjoying Wyoming’s awe-inspiring winter
landscape as she radio tracked small
mammals in the astonishing cold. By the
time she returned to Australia she was a
seasoned hand in winter-field-research in
alpine regions, happily carrying out similar
work on the Mountain Pygmy-possum,
gathering information to help determine
what factors boost population numbers
and what do not. What began in 1986 as a
specific study has evolved into 25 ongoing
years, supported by students and their
projects as well as a dedicated team of
volunteers.
At least once a year in Spring, traps
are carefully laid. “We put 100 aluminium
box traps out on each site, lined with
bedding and supplied with walnuts - bed
& breakfast - covered with plastic to keep
them dry.” The next morning any trapped
animals are run through the usual identification and condition checks as part of a
process which adds information, beyond
just population estimates, to the building
data base. Alongside this, other factors are
recorded - such as snow depth and duration, and the abundance of Bogong moths,

Mountain Plum-pine seeds, cats and foxes.
The idea is to build a picture of what’s going on so that informed steps can be taken
along the way to help support Burramys
populations.
Understandably keeping this monitoring cycle going takes up time, leaving
little spare time to go searching for new
populations. However last year Linda
was lured from her usual test sites - 30
kilometres further north - to an area which
did have characteristic habitat (boulder fields
and Mountain Plum-pines) although it was
at a lower altitude, and so unlikely - very
unlikely - to be a Mountain Pygmy-possum
stronghold. At the encouragement of a
colleague - Keith McDougal, botanist with
the Office of Environment and Heritage plans were made to go back to take another
look and in the meantime, seeds gathered
from under Mountain Plum-pines, one of
the possums key food sources, were sent
to Linda for examination - when she had
time. “We were looking for control sites for
a couple of PhD projects that ticked all the
habitat boxes but did not have possums –
but – you know - I had this niggling feeling
that there could be possums there”.

Data loggers were set up in the area
over winter to record temperature and the
presence of snow, and plans were made
to arrive with the traps in late spring
when the usual core ongoing monitoring
work was out of the way. Then something
unexpected happened.
“I had a phone call from a consultant
(Martin Schultz) carrying out surveys for
rehabilitation work in the new area saying
he’d caught an animal which he thought
might be a Burramys. He sent the image
through and it was. I then went straight to
my shopping bag of stored seeds and by
one in the morning had came up trumps
with a dozen seeds showing evidence that
possums were eating them.”
With both photographic proof and the
distinctive marks on the seeds, it was very
likely that a population of possums would
be found that spring - and they were, on
three completely new sites. Of course it’s
not the possums numbers alone which are
so heartening, but the knowledge that they
are living at lower altitudes and in locations which don’t necessarily tick all their
prerequisite niche boxes.
“I’ve been surveying and trapping
these animals every year for years and to
suddenly find such an apparently robust
population well outside the area we have

focused on for all that time, and especially
at altitudes down to 1200 metres, is very
exciting. It means that it’s possible the
Mountain Pygmy-possum is living in
other parts of the park and even in areas
where there is less snow and for much
shorter periods. The densities at the new
sites so far appear quite low - so we need
to figure out what it is that is restricting
their numbers. Our working hypothesis
(and the focus of 3 current PhD projects)
is an interaction between climate extremes, food supply and predation from
cats and foxes.”
“We have always held fears that this
species was at real risk of disappearing
completely with a receding snowline, but
finding them at much lower altitudes give
us cause to believe that the Mountain
Pygmy Possum may be more resilient to
climate change than we had first thought.”
So to sum up, this is good news as
population numbers may very likely be
greater than previously thought; snow
cover may in fact play less of a role than
had been thought; and there is now an
opportunity for animals to live in wild or
managed captive-bred release colonies at
lower altitudes.

Food & shelter
The seasons heavily influence
possum food and shelter. Single
litters of four are born after the
snow melt in spring, growing
rapidly to fatten extensively in
late summer and autumn. Winter,
when food is in short supply, is
spent in hibernation.
In summer the boulderfields
provide a cool, moist environment, well protected from cats and
foxes. During hibernation in winter, daily temperature fluctuations
(which can be as low as minus 20
degrees) are virtually eliminated
under a protective cover of snow.
The migratory Bogong moth
(Agrotis infusa), which gather in
their millions in the boulderfields
during the snow-free season,form
a major part of the possums
diet along with the seeds and
fruits of the Mountain Plum-pine
(Podocarpus lawrencei), Snow
Beard-heaths (Leucopogon spp.)
and Rice Flowers (Pimelia spp.).
These foods may also include
other plants’ fruits and seeds, nectar, caterpillars, beetles, spiders
and other arthropods.
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WORKS
AROUND THE
ALPS

PROGRAM UPDATE
With the new financial year upon us,
new projects are being rolled out across
each of the Alps Program’s six reference
groups. Most of last year’s projects have
been wrapped up, with the exception of
some which are being carried across. As
Program Manager, Anthony Evan’s role is
to kick start as many of these jobs as possible - and as soon as possible.
“Over the last few months all of the
groups have met, many face-to-face,
but where time and distance proved an
obstacle, some groups had to settle for
teleconferences. The Alps Operational
Group (Operational and Program Managers from across the Alps) met in June both
to review last year’s projects and discuss
this year’s works plan. The Australian Alps
Liaison Committee also met at the same
time, while an Australian Alps traditional
Owners Reference Group meeting in May
unfortunately didn’t manage a quorum.”
Following is a run down from each of
the reference groups.

Cultural Heritage

A report will be commissioned on
the Indigenous Cultural Values of the
Australian Alps. It’s anticipated that this
will support the claim for the Australian
Alps to be placed on to the tentative World
Heritage list.
The highly popular Timber Skills workshop will be held once again this financial

year, this time in the ACT. These workshops are a chance for staff and volunteers
to learn, share and pass on historic hut
construction and maintenance techniques.
(see page 7)

Stakeholder Engagement and
Communication

The long-standing Alps brochures (four
in total) will be reviewed. The content, design and overall purpose of the brochures
will be considered as part of the review.
A stock-take of Alps displays, both a

mobile and permanent, is planned to
identify those due for updating.

The Alps Education Kit is also being
updated, beginning with a content review.
The next step is to redesign the format
and prepare for it to be put onto the
web in a more modern format than it is
currently.
An Australian Alps Flickr account is in

the process of being established which
will allow staff and the public to access
high quality images from across the
Australian Alps.

And finally, the Group is also assist-

ing with the co-ordination of events
surrounding the 25th anniversary of the
Australian Alps Program. It is planned
to hold a community event in Victoria,
New South Wales and the ACT in November to mark this significant occasion.

Visitor Experiences and Marketing

Following the success of the inaugural
Australian Alps Field Days earlier this
year with its theme of invasive weeds and
pests, a second forum will be held with a
theme of Visitor Services and Facilities.
The ‘Welcome to Country’ indigenous
totem project is continuing. A prototype

totem has been developed, with the
final design not far away. Ultimately this
project will see these totems installed
at visitor nodes across the Alps and will
provide a reminder of the indigenous
occupation of the Alps.
The Australian Alps Webpage is in the
process of being upgraded to include
more information and opportunities for
visitors.

Water and Catchments

The issue which lies ahead for this group
is to analyse the report recently presented
to the AALC: ‘Caring for our Australian
Alps Catchments’ (Worboys, et al, 2010).
An implementation strategy, in response
to the report, will be developed.
With support and direction from the reference group, a university based project
is underway which is investigating the
distribution of European Carp across the

Alps.

Natural Resource Management

A university based project investigating the
biological impacts of European Wasps

will begin over the next 12 months.

Given feral horse management continues to be a high profile management
issue, the Alps Program is assisting to
build the knowledge base of managers
across the Alps.
The Program is providing assistance to
remeasure the feral horse exclusion
plots in the Cobberas and Cowombat
Flat areas in Victoria via a universitybased project. In addition to this, another
university based project will develop an
on-ground method for estimating horse
density, to commence this year providing a suitable student can be found.
The measuring of horse impacts around
streams and waterways across the Alps
will be completed by the 2012 winter.
The final report into the floristic and
structural changes shown in the Alps Fire
Plots over the past 15 years (and several
significant fires) will be completed by the
end of the year.
An innovative series of workshops will
be held over the next 12 months titled
‘Improved decision making for prioritising weed control in the Aust Alps national
parks’. The program, run by scientists,
will lead key managers of weed programs
through a structured process based on
their science.

Climate Change

A survey of managers from across the
four agencies will be carried out to find
out what research relating to Climate
Change managers find valuable - a logical move given the Alps Program strongly
supports research which will provide
management outcomes.
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Two recent items of news illustrate
the involvement of traditional owners in the management of the national parks. Firstly a new Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 came
into effect in early October last
year - an agreement which formally
recognises the Gunaikurnai people
as the Traditional Owners of much
of Gippsland. And in May this year,
a memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed between
the New South Wales Parks and
Wildlife Service (NPWS) and the
Traditional Owners of the northern
end of Kosciuszko National Park.

positive steps
This particular MOU is the direct result
of a commitment made in the 2006
Kosciuszko Management Plan to explore
and develop cooperative management
with relevant Aboriginal groups, ultimately establishing permanent heritage
partnerships. Four years later, an MOU
has been formalised between the Tumut
Brungle Gundagai Area Aboriginal Community (TBGAAC) and the NPWS. The
area covered includes the Northern end of
Kosciuszko National Park and other local
reserves such as Wereboldera, Mudjarn,
Minjary, Ellerslie, Courabyra, Black
Andrew, Brindabella and Wee Jasper - all
falling within the existing Tumut Brungle
Land Council Area.
Reaching this point has been thanks
to a careful process. Preliminary discussions were held in 2007, then begun
in earnest at a family gathering held at
Cabramurra in March 2008 where Com-

flora funding
What are the likely future risks to
the flora of the Australian Alps?
How will climate change, directly
or indirectly affect its existence?
Which plants or plant communities
will be adversely affected, and
which may find the going not-so
tough?

Co signers of the NSW MOU: Sally Barnes (Head of NPWS) together with Tumut Brungle Gundagai Elders, Uncle Vince
Bulger, Aunty Marg Berg and Aunty Sonia Piper

munity members began to list potential
key issues for inclusion. By May an MOU
committee had been formed. Many meetings then followed until the final document
was adopted by community members on
the 12th of March in an official signing:
Sally Barnes Head of National Parks and
Wildlife Service on behalf of NPWS; and
Aunty Sonia Piper, Aunty Margaret Berg
and Uncle Vince Bulger, community elders
signing for the Tumut Brungle Gundagai
Area Aboriginal Community.
This process produced the following
key areas: an understanding that the MOU
is worthless without mutual respect; an
undertaking to expand on training and
employment opportunities for Traditional
Owners for the benefit of all; a building of
cultural awareness to improve everyone’s
understanding and appreciation of this
particular cultural landscape; and providing access for traditional and cultural
purposes.
In terms of detail, the MOU has been
adopted for a period of five years with an
option for another five. It will function via
an Executive Committee (selected from the
TBGAAC) which will work closely with
NPWS. At the heart lies a strategic plan

which outlines activities to be undertaken
to meet key priorities, a plan which will be
reviewed annually.
And for those who may have missed
the details of Victoria’s Gunaikurnai settlement, the agreement was made under
the new Traditional Owner Settlement Act
2010, which now states that the Gunaikurnai people hold native title over areas of
Crown land in the agreement area, settling
a native title claim dating back to 1997.
The agreement includes both rights for
Gunaikurnai people to access and use the
land for traditional purposes, and the funds
to invest in opportunities for both cultural
strengthening and economic development. Management of the land remains
unchanged - with one big difference. A
joint management plan is being developed
by the Gunaikurnai and the State for the
Aboriginal Title areas, and this plan will be
subject to a process of public consultation
process, before seeking ministerial approval. The previously mentioned funding
provided to the Gunaikurnai people will
help make this joint management possible. All involved hope this move will see
healthier parks and more opportunities for
a greater depth of experience.

Thanks to one of seven Terrestrial Biodiversity grants, recently handed out by the
National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility, in a little over two years we
may have some answers, or at least more
questions. The research, involving parks
and university staff, will make good use of
the extensive existing databases available
to researchers on climate change, fire,
tourism impacts, grazing (from both native
and introduced animals) and weeds.
The study’s results will provide park
management with recommendations for
prioritising adaptive strategies for fire,
grazing by feral animals, weeds, tourism and reduced snow cover - strategies

designed to enhance the resilience of the
alpine ecosystems to climate change. As
a bonus, the study will also classify native
and weed species into high, moderate
and low risk/invasive categories. In this
way, key refugia for native species can
be identified, and species chosen for
rehabilitation programs, weed control and
for conservation in seed banks.
For further information about the
project - ‘Determining high risk vegetation
communities and plant species in relation
to climate change in the Australian alpine
region’ - contact Catherine Pickering at
Griffith University, (07) 5552 8059 or
c.pickering@griffith.edu.au
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it’s
still
a
mystery

Bogong High Plains.

Some of the best ideas are the
most obvious, and surely this is
one of them - a walk between the
alpine resorts of Falls Creek and
Mt Hotham.

resort to
resort

It’s a great concept - to walk between
these two resorts in the warmer months.
Of course anyone can currently access
a series of tracks to get from A to B,
and it’s already a walk that appeals to
bushwalkers who have the gear and are
prepared to carry it. What’s special about
the yet-to-be-launched Falls To Hotham
Alpine Crossing is that it will open up the
experience to everyone - bushwalkers to
Sunday strollers.
Ranger team-leader Kevin Cosgriff
with the Bogong Management Unit explains.
“We wanted to break down barriers, to make
this peak and rolling high plains experience available to more people.” The result

is an achievable five star 60 kilometre
walk over three days and two nights - a
remote wilderness experience that’s easy
to do. “The walk will start at the resorts,
where there is plenty of accommodation;
the packs will be carried; it’s fully catered
and an experienced guide helps visitors
appreciate their setting. The experience
they get should be mind blowing.”
With this as the end goal, much
has and still is taking place to achieve
it. Firstly the walk has received three
significant ticks of support: from the
Victorian Nature-based Tourism Strategy,
the Board of Alpine Resorts Tourism, and
the National landscapes Initiative. Further

support has come from Tourism Victoria,
the resorts involved, Parks Victoria and
the Department of Sustainability and
Environment. Actual works began on the
existing network of tracks earlier this
year upgrading surfaces to make the
walk more comfortable. An estimated
25 kilometres will need intensive work,
scheduled for completion next year.
The official launch may still be some
time away, yet tours are likely to be up
and running by the end of the year. For
more information about the operators
offering to take people on the Falls To
Hotham Alpine Crossing, contact Parks
Victoria on 13 19 63.

In it’s long history, Kosciuszko
National Park’s Kiandra Courthouse and police quarters
(1890s) has also functioned as a
ski-lodge (early to mid last century). Currently the NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service are
progressively restoring the building to function as the Kiandra
interpretation, café and accommodation centre. Which brings us
to the mystery.
As the old courtroom walls were being
prepared for repainting, the shadow of
a boot appeared. A conservation team
from the University of Canberra was
called in and this image was revealed.
But despite press and radio calls for
help, no-one knows the story of how it
came to be there. Of course there are
clues. The image itself is full of them:
the clothing, the equipment. And there’s
also the fact that the mural must have
been painted before a staircase to the
upper floor was built across its face in
the 1960s. Historic Heritage Project
Coordinator Jen Hewitson ( 02 6947
7011) would love to hear from anyone
with any information.

Mt Feathertop.
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The Australian Alps is a landscape that undergoes a dramatic seasonal transformation. When snow arrives, it
brings with it a series of shifts, and one of these is the way canids (foxes, wild dogs) and feral cats interact with
the altered landscape. For those involved in effective pest management in and around the Alps, it’s all about
understanding these changes and making the most of them...

pests in
snow
Mel Schroder (Environmental Management Officer, Kosciuszko National Park)
is ideally positioned to describe the yearround fox and feral cat control programs
which, in winter, focus around the ski
resort areas. “A study undertaken by Tania
Bubella in the early 1990s demonstrated
that the typical fox home range in the
warmer month’s breaks down in winter to
centre on the resorts, as these settings
offer a reliable food source and shelter.”
Having the foxes on your doorstep isn’t
the only advantage to a winter control
program. “In winter there are a limited
number of species which forage in the
snow, reducing the potential for non target
species to remove baits.”
Winter fox baiting programs began
back in 1999, coordinated by climate
ecologist Dr Ken Green. Each season work
starts once there is enough snow to allow
staff and researchers to cross-country ski.
Following established transects, fox tracks
are counted before and after the winter
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baiting program to gauge the results. (The
current rate of reduction is 75%.) The
baits are then buried and checked weekly
until there are no further signs of activity.
Mel points out that to get the best
view of any pest control program it’s
important not only to keep an eye on the
reduction in pest species but also the
population numbers of the native animals
that the program aims to protect. In the
case of both foxes and cats, the vulnerable
Broad-toothed Rat (Mastacomys fuscus) is
a favourite. “Fox and cat scat and gut diet
analysis at different times of the year has
shown that Mastacomys is very common,
almost a preferential species amongst
both pest species.”
With the players identified the efficacy
of the control programs needs to be constantly evaluated, “...to determine whether
the pest population is decreasing and
whether the threatened species are benefiting. It’s about meeting your objectives.”
Dealing with the cats is less straight
forward as less is understood about their
behaviour. “One 2004 study undertaken by
Karen Watson which radio-collared cats
around the Perisher ski resort showed that
they did live in the resort infrastructure as
well as in dens made at tree bases and in

boulder fields. It is likely that they could
be responding to winter in the same way
foxes do.”
What’s also not confirmed is feral
cat impact on other species such as the
Mountain Pygmy-possum (Burramys parvus)*. Some believe that the boulder fields
occupied by the possums offer a good
habitat for cats. “In 2002 the population at
Mt Blue Cow had a major crash, prompting some action to reduce stress on the
remaining population. In that first year 30
feral cats were trapped from the ski resorts
, and in subsequent years, 85 in total. It’s
a case of feral pests being something we
can control, where we can’t control other
factors which may be impacting on this
species, such as climate change.”
Judging efficacy has been tricky. Unlike the foxes, estimating overall numbers
of cats isn’t possible. “We can detect their
presence with infrared cameras, but we’ve
no idea of their abundance.” However
looking at indicator species such as the
possum and rat populations is useful. Up
until recently there has been no significant
increase in the population of possums or
Broad-toothed Rats, but with the introduction of soft jaw trapping in 2010 and its
subsequent success in removing 12 cats

and 14 foxes from possum habitat, it’s
hoping that this year’s population monitoring may start to show some positive effect.
The best approach seems to be had
making use of every tool in the box,
making sure you know about as many
potential control techniques and tips as
possible and re-evaluating the success of
a program along the way. “We share our
knowledge through field days** or yearly
pest officer group meetings.”
The notion of the varied ‘toolbox’
is obviously an approach shared across
borders as Nicola Webb, echoes, “The
more tools you have, the more techniques,
the higher your success rate.” For Nicola,
(Vertebrate Pests Coordinator, ACT Parks
and Conservation Service), gathering
those tools - and potentially others - is
helped by the fact that she’s a member
of the National Wild Dog Management
Advisory Group. “I’m one of the agency
representatives meeting with farmers, rural
industry representatives and the top wild
dog scientists.”
At Namadgi National Park, foxes are
managed as part of the wild dog control
program using a combination of baits,
M44 ejectors and trapping. It’s also
about timing and getting neighbouring
stakeholders to join the dance. “We do an
intensive control in Spring to pick up the
pups, and then in Autumn when the adults
are out and about looking for mates, the
aim being to lower the numbers of breeding animals before winter.” Research***
has shown that given there is reduced
dog traffic along tracks in July when they
have pups in the den, that’s also when
the essentially year-round baiting control
program takes a break.
A full time trapper, Mick Clarke, acts
as a buffer for the baiting program by
trapping foxes and wild dogs that simply
don’t take the baits. Added to this is
the constant effort being made to bring
neighbouring landholders into the picture.
“The ideal is to have everyone carrying out
control measures at the same time.”
In Victoria, ranger Rudi Pleschutschnig is usually the one setting the traps
and laying baits, explaining that fellow
ranger Iris Curran does the phenomenal
amount of work necessary to manage the
data. Rudi’s approach to pest control is
coloured by a mix of straight-up logic and
what he experiences in the field. “We still
don’t know enough not to be doing this
stuff... we’re continuing to learn all the
time. I go out and find something unexpected, something that’s not in a text book,
and that’s not surprising because the canid

has a problem solving brain. They educate
both themselves and their offspring to
survive, so we have to stay one step ahead
of them.”
Much of Rudi’s way of operating
is thanks to actively gleaning methods
and personal philosophies from trappers who’ve been around a very long
time - people who worked for the old
Lands Department or Soil Conservation
Authority. Foxes are the focus year round,
and in winter especially, the bait stations
are set up around known Mountain-pygmy
Possum habitat.
Baiting takes place monthly in summer, but in winter, travel becomes easier
thanks to the snow which allows weekly
checks and even the extension of the
baited area. And there are other benefits.
“It’s completely different working in snow
as the track and trail signs are easier to
read.” To the experienced eye it’s a little
like reading a storybook - the snow offers

up information about what animal has
passed by, or even a moment where one
caught and killed another. “Being really
observant is the key.”
All monitoring generates data (which
is then fed back into a loop to inform
future programs). “We started with good
baseline data and the results since show
that we are knocking the fox numbers down,
but not out. There will be a spike in spring
and then a dramatic crash.” And like the
programs running across borders, another
tool is being tested this year. “Using
adaptive experimental management we’re
looking at using a pulse trapping program
to knock out problem animals.” The process is ever-changing and ongoing...
*For more on the Mountain Pygmypossum, see page 10.
** See page 9. *** data gathered by Lee
Allen and Ben Allen (Biosecurity Queensland) from radio collared wild dogs.

Parks Victoria rangers Ron Riley and Iris Curran fox baiting on the Bogong High Plains.

a bush craft

Like a family Christmas-cake recipe, many of the steps ranger Rudi Pleschutschnig
routinely takes when he’s setting traps have been handed down to him by masters in this
bush craft.
To begin with he walks in to spot signs of foxes, often a prominent tussock on the
inside bend of a trail marked with urine or faeces. When setting a trap, minimising his
own presence is a must and the steps to achieve it are almost a black art. He dresses in a
set of clothes that have been kept apart from scented soap, cosmetics or boot polish. He
wears gloves and works on a hessian mat that is stored hanging in the open smoke-free
breeze. All soil dug out to make a small depression for the soft jaw trap is kept on the mat
until it’s needed as back-fill. The trap itself has been previously cleaned and oiled in a
complex process (involving boiling rainwater and a film of paraffin) to ensure it’s also
free of human-related scents. A drag stick is harvested from the site and attached to the
trap’s chain, the trap is set, then everything is put back as before, having been swept by a green
branch of foliage. The only bait for the trap is the easiest to sort. “Foxes are really inquisitive. In a familiar environment it’s enough to set a stick standing taller than everything
else. They will walk over to investigate and if the trap has been set and done properly, the
fox doesn’t know it’s there. We work out, and work with the animals’ Achilles tendon.”
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Managing dynamic landscapes is all about dealing with whatever happens in the best way possible, learning from
past situations. After a series of significant rainfall events late last year, the flood waters rose, then receded leaving
behind a job to do. Here’s a snapshot of what each agency was faced with and how they’ve been going about it...

after the
flood
Perhaps hardest hit was Victoria, where
according to Gill Anderson, East Region
Services Program Manager, damage was
widespread, not only across the Alps but
the state. “There were eight significant
events from Wilson’s Prom to the Grampians, and two or three of these were in the
Alps. Looking at damage to roads, walking
tracks, bridges and culverts, it was generally
a case of water not being able to get away.
In areas that were recently fire affected,
there was a huge amount of run off.”
To deal with an estimated two million dollars in damage, immediate work
took place to get tracks open to carry out
assessments. Low level routine repairs
were tackled locally, while complex damage involved more input. “For the more
complex situations we needed engineering
guidance, and given the scale of damage across the State, it has taken time to
coordinate. Not all is up and running but
we’re very close. We now know what still
needs to be done and how we want to
achieve it. Post winter we’ll be organised
with contractors ready to go as soon as
the weather permits”
In New South Wales, two major storm
events in September and October saw
infrastructure damage estimated at over
$1.3 million dollars. As you’d expect,
damage to roads, tracks and bridges was
widespread but there were three areas
significantly affected, and interestingly,
each illustrates an almost text-book flood
damage category.

In one case, a section of the Elliot
Way running alongside Section Creek
was affected when the creek rose three
metres resulting in scouring of the earthen
embankment and instability in the road
structure. In the Geehi area increased soil
saturation resulted in multiple landslides
affecting the road structure. Ted McDonnell (Manager Assets, Roads and Rehabilitation Unit Southern Ranges Region)
explains. “Roads running along hillsides
are constructed by cut and fill. The rainfall
caused some material to fall onto the road
surface but the main damage was through
the outer fill section becoming unstable.
In some places the road surface - which
is usually around seven metres wide - had
shrunk to three metres through slumping. Rehabilitation works, including the
construction of retaining walls, is needed
to restore the road’s full width. These
works are scheduled for summer 2011.”
The third example of typical flood damage
involved classic culvert wash out which
occurred in many places but none more
spectacularly than in two locations along
the Goobarragandara Power Line Road.
Here two culverts became blocked resulting in the culverts being washed out and
causing over $120k worth of damage.
“Looking to the future NSW Parks
and Wildlife Group is about to release a
centralised state road management policy
and manual. The origins of the manual are
based on management practices used in
NSW and Victoria and focuses on providing guidance on sound planning strategies, management practices and technical
guidance.” Of course skill and experience
are needed to make the most of this
manual.” There are many competent people involved in infrastructure management

throughout the Alps, and there should
be greater liaison to share experiences
and technical data to standardise best
practice in infrastructure development and
management.”
The two main rainfall events also
caused a significant amount of damage in
the ACT along the Murrumbidgee River
Corridor. Within hours, a series of walking
tracks, bridges, steps, as well as unsealed
vehicle fire trails, culverts and creek
crossings were adversely affected.
Proof again that everything is
interconnected, the rain which fell on the
Tantangara Plains in the Alps near Tumut
fed the flood which drove the damage as
the water made its way along the Murrumbidgee. Brett McNamara, Manager
Rural District, ACT Parks & Conservation
Service describes a landscape that had
become unfamiliar to some who hadn’t
witnessed such a wet summer before. “I
was hearing staff talk about being bogged
in areas they hadn’t previously had issues with. It’s about changing people’s
understanding of a landscape, if only to
prevent issues with recovery of a vehicle,
and the negative impact that leaves on the
environment.” Where years of drought and
fire had created a perception, this summer
adjusted our mindset and made changes
in land management.
Then when the river rose, it had an
adverse impact on tracks, walking trails,
bridges, crossings, steps, fences and
signage along the River Corridor.
Interestingly the 2003 fires played
a role in this situation. “As land managers we need to look at fire and flood as
landscape building events. Fire helps
enrich soil and flood disperses it.” And
as the after effects of this flood were dealt
with, Brett made good use of the existing
process developed post the 2003 fire for
damage claims, following the same principles and processes. “We use GPS, digital
cameras, descriptions - all entered into a
data base. It only took a matter of weeks to
present what was needed to the insurers.
We’re now in a post flood damage recovery phase which began four months ago.”

Top: Multiple landslides on the
Geehi Road.
Middle: Section Creek embankment
rehabilitation works.
Bottom: Big Walk footbridge
(Mount Buffalo) before and after.
Left: Classic culvert wash out along
the Goobragandra Powerline Road.
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DIARY
September
Australian Alps
Traditional Owners
Reference Group
meeting (the final
one before a new
group is elected)
September
Australian Alps
Liaison Committee
meeting
September-October
Most reference
groups to hold their
biannual face-toface meetings
November
Recognition of the
25th Anniversary of
the Australian Alps
Program with:
a community event
in NSW, Victoria and
the ACT:
resigning of the
Alps Memorandum
of Understanding,
most likely to take
place at Falls Creek
in conjunction with
the official opening
of the new visitor
facilities around
Wallaces Hut.
Early 2012
Australian Alps
Field Day – a forum
for operational staff
from across the
Alps, the focus being visitor services
and facilities.
May-June 2012
Australian Alps/
IUCN Science Management forum and
Alps Operational
Group Meeting. The
theme of the forum
is Monitoring and
establishing baseline Condition.
(For what’s been going on over the past
few months refer to
the Program update,
on page 12).

people
working
together
for the
Australian
Alps
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